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RULES
Article 1 - Contest
Registrations are open for “EUROPE STREET DANCE CUP 2K22”, urban dance contest.
The contest will be held at San Giuseppe Holidays on Thursday 21/07/2022 and is open only to 
dancers who have obtained direct admission to participate. Registrations will close on June 18, 
2022. The contest is live only (not online).

Article 2 - Categories
HIP HOP SOLO:
category KIDZ (up to 11.99 years) 
category UNDER (from 12 years to 15.99 years) 
category OVER (ages 16 and up);
The age is established by taking the arithmetic mean of the year of birth of each dancers.

HEELS SOLO:
category OPEN (without age restrictions)

HIP HOP DUO:
category KIDZ (up to 11.99 years) 
category UNDER (from 12 years to 15.99 years) 
category OVER (ages 16 and up); 
The age is established by taking the arithmetic mean of the year of birth of each dancers.

HIP HOP CREW:
category KIDZ (up to 11.99 years) 
category UNDER (from 12 years to 15.99 years) 
category OVER (ages 16 and up);
The age is established by taking the arithmetic mean of the year of birth of each dancers;
The crews must be composed of a minimum of 5 dancers and a maximum of 12 dancers;
It is possible to have out of quota (greater than the age of the category, if instead they are less than 
the age of the category they will not be counted as out of quota) in an amount of 20%

HIP HOP MINICREW:
category OPEN (without age restrictions)
the group must consist of 3 or 4 dancers.

HIP HOP MEGACREW:
category OPEN (without age restrictions)
the group must be composed of a minimum of 13 dancers.

HEELS CREW:
category OPEN (without age restrictions)

K-POP CREW:
category OPEN (without age restrictions)

MTV-COMMERCIAL (video dance) CREW:
category OPEN (without age restrictions)



Article 3 - exhibition duration
Soloists max 2'00 "
Duo max 3'00 ''
Crew & MiniCrew max 4'00 "
MegaCrew max 5'00 "

Tolerance 20%
Exceeding this limit requires the music to be faded when the maximum time is reached

Article 4 - Judging criteria
The performances will be evaluated according to the following criteria:
technique / choreography / expressiveness / musicality

panalities are foreseen for:
lyrics with inappropriate language / inappropriate gestures / duration of the music beyond the 
allowed limit / recoverable or irrecoverable falls / delay in showing up on stage

does not add more score:
the use of acrobatic techniques and jumps, if not perfectly integrated into the choreography

for megacrews it constitutes a penalty:
if in the first 30 "and in the last 30" all the members of the crew are not on stage at the same time

In the K-POP section, since they are covers, even if modified, the "choreography" is not voted

Article 5 - Styles allowed
In the HIP HOP category, all old school and new school styles related to urban dances are allowed: 
popping, locking, breakin', hype, new style, video dance, house dance, voguing, waacking, krump. 
Dancehall. Newjackswing dance.
The K-POP category is separate.
The HELLS category is separate.
The MTV / COMMERCIAL / VIDEODANCE category is separate.

Article 6 - Organization and logistics 
Participants must deliver the music in MP3 format by sending it by email to 
europehiphopmovement@gmail.com by 18 June.
The contest will take place on a stage set up outdoors, 10m wide. - depth 10 meters - no slope - 
wooden floor - height from only 1 meter - lateral entrance ladder - lateral exit ladder - fixed white 
lights placed - no wings. There are no stage rehearsals.

Article 7 - registration fees
The registration fee is € 20 / dancer for each choreography.
A Soloist and a Duo cannot dance in two choreography in the same section.
A crew cannot dance with 2 choreographies in the same section, but can dance in different sections.
One or more members of the Crew can dance in the same section in different Crews.
Payment can be made by bank transfer / credit card / paypal.
The required participation fee will be used to cover the costs of organizing and managing the event.
The registration fee will not be refunded in the event of the participant's spontaneous withdrawal.



Article 8 - prize money

For each section
1st class. TARGA ESDC + scholarship for GROOVE UP 60%
2nd class. ESDC TARGA + scholarship for GROOVE UP 50%
3rd class. ESDC TARGA + scholarship for GROOVE UP 40%
from 4th class. onwards CERTIFICATE + scholarship for GROOVE UP 30%.
On stage only the first 3 classified of each section are awarded. Certificates and scholarships are 
awarded to those classified from 4th place onwards at the end of the event.
The complete ranking is published on the website www.europehiphopmovement.com within 24 
hours of the event.

Article 9 - Jury
The jury selected by the organization and made up of international choreographers will decide the 
winners. There may be a tie between the winners. The jury's decision will be final.
On-site complaints are not accepted, they must be sent by email to 
europehiphopmovement@gmail.com only after the publication of the final ranking.
It is not possible to converse with the judges before, during and after the event.

Article 10 - Cancellation
Should the event be canceled for organizational reasons, the fees paid will be fully refunded.



REGULATION TO SIGN AND RETURN scanned a europehiphopmovement@gmail.com

By signing these regulations, the Legal Representative of the Dance Association and / or the 
Parent / Group Leader fully and unconditionally accepts the following points:

1) If for organizational reasons the place and date of the event should change or the same 
should be canceled, the change will be communicated with at least 5 days notice on the 
established date.

2) If there is no minimum number of participants in one of the Event Categories, the organizers 
reserve the right to combine or delete one or more categories of this edition.

3) In the event that the Contest cannot be held due to force majeure or the lack of a minimum 
number of members, the reimbursement of the fees paid will be obtained. In no case will it 
be possible to obtain refunds on hotel and / or travel reservations, by any means used. 

4) In the event of cancellation or non-participation by members, there is no refund of any 
amount paid, nor of any travel or hotel booking. Furthermore, by signing these Regulations, 
the Legal Representative of the Dance Association and / or the parent / group leader declare 
that each dancer is in possession of a medical certificate of fitness to practice sports and an 
accident insurance coverage, which guarantees coverage. of the insured also outside the 
Dance Association for Shows and Events. The representatives of the Dance Associations 
and / or the parent assume all responsibility for the damage that their members could cause 
to things, people or themselves.

Any decision is up to the Organizers for anything not contemplated in these Regulations.
The Organizers reserve the right to make changes to it at any time, promptly informing the 
participants.

SCHOOL DATA
Name of School

Vat number

Adress

Postal code

Nation

Name of school's director

Mail

Mobile Phone

Data …………………………………........................................................................................

Letto, approvato e sottoscritto  …………………………………...............................................
(Legale Rappresentante dell’Associazione Di Danza e/o il Genitore/capogruppo) 

(timbro)
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